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What’s Happening?
The purpose of this newsletter is to inform Haywood County
Taxpayers of what transpires at the bi–monthly County
Commission Meetings.   This newsletter will be written from
the perspective of a casual observer, myself.  Any opinions
expressed will be mine.

Kevin “Adjudication” Ensley lied again.
During the December 19, 2022 county commission meeting,
both Jennifer Best and Terry Ramey mentioned that
constituents had questioned (repeatedly) about the inability
to obtain voting records of commissioners.

Although meetings are public, are video recorded, and
agenda’s and minutes are available on the county website,
they are only available for the past couple of years:
• 2022
• 2021
• 2020 (only a portion)
• 2019 (no agenda’s)
• 2018 (no agenda’s, only a portion)

Kevin “Adjudication” Ensley lied his [expletive deleted]
off when he smugly said they were all on the website.

Bull [expletive deleted]!

They used to be, but when this knucklehead Joey Webb
took over, and “updated” the Agenda’s and Minutes, he
never bothered to include anything prior to 2018.

So, how the [expletive deleted] is any one able to look up
minutes or videos prior to 2018?

Oh!  You have to use a Request for Public Information?

Well, that is not working out so well for me, as there has
been a significant amount of stonewalling by various county
staff in attempting to obtain public information. 

Here are a couple of examples...

• Joey Webb and Rick Marvin’s emails.
Plenty of information about this on www.haywoodtp.net. 
Joey Webb had to get Frank Queen to intercede and
totally block any information about any email Rick
Marvin ever sent and/or received.

• Kristian Owen and total expenses for J. Creek
Property.
This was ultimately blocked by Kevin “Adjudication”
Ensley, re: email dated Tue, 4 Oct 2022 15:51:10,
https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubTP/T221120.pdf 
and was stonewalled by the following people:

• Brandon Rogers
• Tommy Long
• Kevin “Adjudication” Ensley
• James Weaver “Kirk” Kirkpatrick the III
• Kristian Owen
• David Francis
• Bryant Morehead
• Frank Queen
• Amy Stevens

If ever we needed to get the UNC School of Government
or the SBI involved, this would be the case.

• Sebastian Cothran not being able touch the Money.
Frank Queen, Bryant Morehead and Kevin
“Adjudication” Ensley have blocked repeated requests
for public information about what NC General Statute
gave them the right to issue a “Risk management Plan”,
devised by Kristian Owen restricting Sebastian Cothran
from touching the money collected as his elected position
of Tax Collector.

• Stephanie Parkins now needs a lawyer.
A simple Request for Public Information directed to
Stephanie Parkins about “Eagle View” has been directed
to Frank Queen.  WTF?  Does Stephanie Parkins have
something to hide?  Why does Stephanie Parkins, who is
late in responding to my Request for Public Information
(who is soon to retire) need the County Attorney to step in
and be an intermediary, just like Frank Queen jumped in
the middle of my Requesting Public Information from
Joey Webb?

Maybe it will take our newly elected county commissioner
to get to the bottom of this stinkpot.

Legend: If any name is in bold, it can’t be a good thing.
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